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Introduction

In 2016, we published a book titled Cultivating Coaching 
Mindsets: An Action Guide for Literacy Leaders (CCM). 
The book was designed to be a guide for coaches, 
specialized literacy professionals, principals, and other 
school leaders—all of whom share responsibility for 
leading literacy teaching and learning in schools. The 
book introduced a new framework for thinking and 
working like a coach, and illustrated the many ways 
that coaches, and literacy leaders more broadly, can 
support professional learning around literacy instruction.

In response to positive feedback, we have created this 
companion to support literacy leaders in schools and 
serve as a study guide and resource for those preparing 
to become literacy leaders. We believe that this resource 
serves multiple purposes and audiences.

 { Reference Guide. This booklet highlights 
major points from Cultivating Coaching 
Mindsets, providing those who have read it 
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UNPACKING COACHING MINDSETS2

with a brief reminder of critical concepts, 
strategies, and essential questions. We see this 
resource as a “hallway” or “on-the-fly” guide, 
something that a coach or principal might tuck 
under their arm as they move from classroom 
to classroom, and meeting to meeting. 
Moreover, for those who have not yet read 
CCM (or have only skimmed specific chapters), 
this resource acts as an introduction and way 
of deciding which sections of the longer book 
might be of most interest.

 { Partnership Builder. This resource is designed 
to be a conversation starter for principals and 
coaches/specialized literacy professionals. 
Oftentimes, principals and coaches are 
working on similar goals for schoolwide 
improvement of literacy teaching and learning. 
However, because of busy schedules and 
too many competing demands, principals 
and coaches do not always take the time to 
sit down and collaboratively craft a vision 
for coaching work and schoolwide literacy 
instruction. This resource speaks directly to 
coaches and principals as partners in leading 
literacy improvement efforts. Each section of 
the resource ends with specific uses, as well as 
“reflection” questions that prompt principals © H
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Introduction 3

and coaches to consider ways in which their 
independent and shared work can further 
schoolwide goals. Our aim is to strengthen 
principal and coach relationships in service of 
continual improvement. 

 { Study Guide. With the widespread adoption 
of CCM for graduate coursework related to the 
preparation of instructional coaches, principals, 
and other specialized literacy professionals, 
this booklet might serve as a study guide and 
quick reference tool for those being prepared 
to serve in these roles. Cultivating Coaching 
Mindsets has been featured in International 
Literacy Association position statements, and 
in the Standards for the Preparation of Literacy 
Professionals 2017. Given this, the book will 
continue to be a mainstay in higher education 
settings, and thus we have created the current 
resource with an eye toward serving those 
being prepared as coaches, literacy specialists, 
and principals.

Finally, a note about the tone and style of this resource, 
as well as a few unique features. We have created this 
resource for ease of use and quick reference, which 
means that we use informal language and speak directly 
to you—the professionals who need this resource the 
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UNPACKING COACHING MINDSETS4

most! We also have included blank, lined pages in the 
back of the book to take notes and record the results of 
collaborative conversations among principals, specialized 
literacy professionals, and other colleagues. Moreover, 
at the end of most sections, we include “notes from the 
authors” (denoted by our initials), in which we share 
quick personal comments and thoughts related to each 
of the topics at hand.

We thoroughly enjoyed collaborating on the creation 
of this resource. We see it as an extension of the conver-
sation we began when we started writing Cultivating 
Coaching Mindsets. Now, we encourage you to reach 
out to us directly to “keep the conversation going” too! 
Feel free to let us know about your literacy leadership 
challenges and successes, and if/how CCM and this 
resource have supported you. You can connect with us 
directly via email (Jacy Ippolito: jippolito@salemstate 
.edu and Rita Bean: ritabean@pitt.edu). We hope that 
this resource serves you well. 

~Jacy and Rita
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5

C H A P T E R  1 

Framework for Thinking 
and Acting Like a Coach

Whether or not you hold the formal title of “coach,” 
you will be well-served by thinking and working like a 
coach if you are supporting adult professional learning 
in schools.

The framework at the heart of Cultivating Coaching 
Mindsets (2016) helps all educators consider the habits 
of mind and ways of working that support efforts to 
design and foster a collaborative culture of ongoing 
professional learning (see Figure 1.1). Following are 
four primary ways of thinking and working.
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UNPACKING COACHING MINDSETS6

Differentiating
Respecting Adult Learning

Levels of Intensity

Mindsets
Leader

Facilitator
Designer

Advocate

Individuals  
and Systems

Teachers
Administration

Schools
Families/Communities

Culture
Human and 

Social Capital

Effective 
Coaching

Figure 1.1: Framework for Thinking and Working Like  

a Coach.

1. Thinking About Individuals and Systems 
Simultaneously

While one-on-one coaching and individualized 
professional learning experiences are powerful, 
if we only engage teachers individually we are © H
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Framework for Thinking and Acting Like a Coach 7

missing opportunities to build systems-level 
capacity. Savvy literacy leaders need to balance 
one-on-one, small-group, and large-group 
professional learning experiences to improve 
teaching and learning systemwide.

2. Adopting Coaching Mindsets and Roles 

Literacy leaders are well-served by simultane-
ously thinking and working as:

 { Leaders setting professional learning 
targets and agendas; bridging 
one-on-one, small-group, and large-
group experiences; differentiating adult 
learning; and establishing feedback 
loops to assess if goals are being met

 { Facilitators attending to process as 
much as product/content; choosing, 
using, and adapting discussion-based 
protocols and other professional 
learning routines; setting schedules for 
professional learning; and rotating roles 
(e.g., notetaker, timekeeper, presenter of 
student work)

 { Designers adopting and treating 
instructional dilemmas as design 
problems, not as inherent deficiencies in 
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